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Abstract
The clonal architecture of tumors plays a vital role in their pathogenesis and invasiveness; however, it is not yet clear how
this clonality contributes to different malignancies. In this study we sought to address mutational intratumor
heterogeneity (ITH) in adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATL). ATL is a malignancy with an incompletely understood
molecular pathogenesis caused by infection with human T-cell leukemia virus type-1 (HTLV-1). To determine the clonal
structure through tumor genetic diversity profiles, we investigated 142 whole-exome sequencing data of tumor and
matched normal samples from 71 ATL patients. Based on SciClone analysis, the ATL samples showed a wide spectrum
of modes over clonal/subclonal frequencies ranging from one to nine clusters. The average number of clusters was six
acrosssamples, but thenumberof clusters differed amongdifferent samples.Of theseATLsamples, 94%hadmore than
two clusters. Aggressive ATL cases had slightly more clonal clusters than indolent types, indicating the presence of ITH
during earlier stages of disease. The known significantly mutated genes in ATL were frequently clustered together and
possibly coexisted in the sameclone. IRF4,CCR4, TP53, andPLCG1mutationswere almost clustered in subcloneswith a
moderate variant allele frequency (VAF), whereasHLA-B, CARD11, andNOTCH1mutations were clustered in subclones
with lower VAFs. Taken together, these results show that ATL displays a high degree of ITH and a complex subclonal
structure.Our findings suggest that clonal/subclonal architecturemight be ausefulmeasure for prognostic purposes and
personalized assessment of the therapeutic response.
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tratumor Heterogeneity in Adult T-cell Leukemia/Lympho-
a

Diversity of clonal architecture is a common key feature among a
oad range of malignancies, and it has been addressed from different
rspectives [1–9]. It has been more than 40 years since the concept
clonal evolution in cancer was first proposed [10]; however, many
estions about clonality are still unanswered. Recently, the
antitative nature of next-generation sequencing data has allowed
r investigating genetic diversity among tumors and elucidating the
onal architecture of cancers with higher resolution [4,11].
etermining the profiles of somatic point mutations and copy
mber alterations (CNAs) of specific subpopulations in a tumor that
hibits intratumor heterogeneity (ITH) remains as one of the
allenging issues in the field [7,12–15].
Clonal heterogeneity within malignancies has been implicated as a
iving force of tumor development and progression because a high
gree of genetic variability is associated with an increased risk of
bclones having a proliferative advantage, thus leading to clonal
pansion [16]. The clonal structures of several cancers have been
scribed as widely diverse patterns ranging from simple monoclonal
complex polyclonal structures [17–19]. At the molecular level,

onal genetic diversity seems to be associated with more aggressive
sease [20]. However, the association of the levels of ITH with
sease outcome and with efficacy of therapeutic intervention
pends on the type of malignancy. For example, in chronic
mphocytic leukemia, subclonal mutations are associated with
favorable outcomes [21]; however, glioblastoma patients with
bclonal mutations manifested longer event-free survival than
tients with clonal tumors [22]. Thus, achieving a better
derstanding of the clonal structure of cancer cells is of vital
portance for prognostics and targeted therapies [22]. Widely
verse clonal architecture for each patient's tumor indicates a
riation in mutational evolution, and thus knowledge about the
onal architecture is crucial for optimizing a patient's treatment
6,17,23,24]. Recently the number, size, and mutational content of
ones within a patient's tumor have been explored extensively
,13,21,23,25–27].
Adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATL) is an aggressive and
mplex malignancy that is caused by infection with human T-cell
ukemia virus type-1 (HTLV-1) over a long latency period [28–33].
n analysis of the clonality pattern and the number of clones based on
e provirus integration sites [34] indicates that the absolute
undance of infected and leukemic clones is a determining factor
r ATL development [35,36]. High-throughput longitudinal
alysis indicates that infected individuals with small clones and
lyclonal patterns remain healthy over time, whereas those with
rge clones having an oligo- or monoclonal pattern develop ATL [37,
]. Also, recently a study on multi-organ clonality analysis in Simian
-Lymphotropic Virus type-1 associated leukemia- a simian
unterpart of ATL- reported a complex clonality pattern in this
sease [39]. However, the molecular mechanism and pathogenesis
hind clonal expansion in ATL remain largely unknown, and the
onal composition based on somatic mutations in ATL has not been
onitored.
Although most of the studies analyzing genetic abnormalities of ATL
ve focused on a limited number of candidate genes [40], a recent
udy comprehensively revealed the genome-wide mutational spectrum
a large number of ATL cases and proposed a list of frequently
utated genes in ATL [41]. To our knowledge, clonality analysis based
tumor mutational diversity has never been investigated in ATL

cause it requires costly and complex analysis and needs deep
ultidisciplinary knowledge for data interpretation. ITH in ATL has
e potential to be used as a prognostic biomarker as well as a measure
r disease pathogenesis and therapeutic response. Thus, the main aim
the current study was to address clonal heterogeneity in ATL based
mutation profiles of cross-sectional whole-exome sequencing (WES)
mples.

ethods

TL Samples
We used 71 samples from different subtypes of ATL (smoldering,
= 5; chronic, N = 22; acute, N = 33; and lymphoma, N = 11)
d 71 non-tumor DNA from the same patient deposited in the
uropean Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) with accession number
GAD00001001410 [41]. Sequencing libraries were prepared from
mor DNA (peripheral blood mononuclear cells -PBMCs-) and
n-tumor DNA (buccal mucosa) from the same patient to identify
quired (somatic) mutations. The information regarding the samples
included in Table S1.

NV Bioinformatics Pipeline
We analyzed single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) using our bioinfor-
atics pipeline described below and in Figure S1. In brief, raw
quencing data underwent the following steps: alignment, sorting,
dexing, PCRduplicate removal, variant calling, report generation, and
ta visualization. The short sequencing reads were aligned to the
man genome sequence hg38 [42] using the Burrows-Wheeler
ligner (BWA) [43]. Sorting, indexing, and removal of PCR duplicates
ere conducted with Samtools [44]. SNV detection was performed
ith the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) HaplotypeCaller [45].
opulation variants were removed using dbSNP for human sequences
ersion 142) [46]. Further analysis and variant classification were
nducted by our in-house Perl and Python scripts. Finally, detected
Vs were annotated by ANNOVAR [47]. The processing of tumor/
rmal pairs was carried out under identical conditions, and variants
tected within the normal matched control samples were removed
om tumor variants to retrieve only somatic mutations. In this
anuscript, we limited our analysis to mutations with a depth of ≥10
pporting tags.

NA Bioinformatics Pipeline
Somatic CNAs were detected using data frommatched tumor–normal
irs. Exome sequencing reads were aligned against the human reference
nome (hg38) using BWA [43]. Subsequently, Samtools [44] mpileup
es were used as an input for Varscan v2.2.4 [48]. Segmentation was
rformed using the DNAcopy library from BioConductor [49]. Gistic2
as used for final analysis and visualization [50]. We analyzed CNAs
ing our bioinformatics pipeline described in Figure S1.

ference of Genetic ITH Using SciClone
SciClone [51] was used as an approach to infer the clonal
mposition of each tumor sample. The output consisting of CNAs
d SNVs detected within coding regions was used as input for
iClone. Clonal analysis was performed with a N 10% variant allele
equency (VAF) threshold using a variational Bayesian mixture
odel implemented by SciClone.
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esults
o understand the patterns of somatic mutations in ATL, we
aracterized genome aberrations from 71 patients with different
btypes of ATL. We used the bioinformatics tool SciClone to
antify ITH from exome-sequencing data of tumor and matched
rmal samples.

andscape of Genetic Alterations in ATL
We identified an average of 697 SNVs in coding regions from each
mple using our SNV analysis pipeline (Figure S1). A comprehensive
t of detected mutations with information including the type of
utation, VAF, and corresponding annotations for each sample is
ovided in Table S2. The relative abundance of the detected
utation categories including nonsynonymous, synonymous, stop
in, stop loss, frameshift deletion, and frameshift insertion in each
mple and across all samples is presented in Figure 1. The total point
utation content in coding regions in genomic DNA from individual
mors ranged from 313 to 2365. The distribution of the somatic
utations varied in a continuous manner among the samples
igure 2A). The number of SNVs detected in aggressive ATL (acute
d lymphoma subtypes) was slightly higher than ATL samples
nsisting of indolent subtypes (chronic and smoldering) but was not
atistically significant (P-value, 0.72; Figure S2).
We also performed copy number analysis using WES data via the
NA bioinformatics pipeline shown in Figure S1. The percentages of
gions with copy number profiles of neutral, amplifications,
letions, and homozygous deletions in each sample and across all
mples are presented in Figure S3a. The numbers were retrieved
om outputs of Varscan2, of which log2 ratios of changes in copy
mber for the analyzed regions of b−0.25 andN 0.25 were
nsidered as deletions and amplifications, respectively. Of the
alyzed regions, 30%, 38%, 31%, and 1% were amplifications,
utral, deletions, and homozygous deletions, respectively (Figure
b). Figure 2A represents the total number of events detected during
py number analysis.
After the copy number analysis, we distinguished the SNVs located
ithin regions with neutral copy numbers from those located within
gions with altered copy numbers (amplifications and deletions).
pproximately 80% of detected coding SNVs were located in regions
gure 1. Somatic SNV profiles. (a) Distribution of different types of mu
nsynonymous, synonymous, stop gain, stop loss, frameshift insert
undance of the detected mutation categories across samples. The c
ith a neutral copy number (Figure 2B and Table S1). We used these
gions to analyze the ITH in each sample. The distributions of the
matic mutations in these regions across samples and within each
btype are presented in Figures 2B and S2. Samples with aggressive
TL had more SNVs located in copy number altered regions (P =
49) (Figure S3).
We also analyzed significantly altered regions of amplification and
letion across the samples (Figure 3). Information regarding cytoband,
value, wide-peak boundaries, and genes in wide peaks is presented in
able S3.
Regions with significant changes to the copy number were detected in
ost tumors. Significant loss of 1p13.1, in which CD58 is located, was
served (q = 0.000012641). Significant loss of 9p21.3, in which
DKN2A and CDKN2B are located, was observed (q = 0.000030436).
gnificant loss of 10p14, in whichGATA3 is located, was observed (q =
0055013). Significant loss of 17p13.1, in which CD68 and TP53 are
cated, was observed (q = 0.012124). Loss in the 6p21.33 region, the
romosomal location of HLA-B, was also observed (q = 0.0386).
gnificant gain was observed in 9p24.1, the chromosomal location of
D274, which is commonly referred to as PDL1 (q = 0.0000024788).
gnificant gain was observed in 6p25.3, the chromosomal location of
F4 (q = 0.034469). Significant gain was observed in 14q32.2, the
romosomal location of SETD3 (q = 0.00046686; Figure 3).

etecting Intratumor Genetic Heterogeneity by SciClone
Clustering of mutations revealed the subclonal structure of ATL in
tients harboring multiple mutations. We used the detected SNV
d CNA profiles for each sample to analyze the corresponding
onal/subclonal architecture using SciClone. To minimize the effect
CNAs and regions with loss of heterozygosity, we considered SNVs
neutral copy number regions. The results of four representative
mples from smoldering, chronic, acute, and lymphoma subtypes of
TL are shown in Figure 4. The visualized outputs across the
maining samples including SNVs both in neutral and altered copy
mber regions are presented in Figure S6.

bclonal Mutations Identified Within Each Sample
To provide further information on subclonal architecture based on
utational profiles, we used a list of recently identified highly
tations within coding regions among samples. The proportion of
ion, and frameshift deletion mutations is indicated. (b) Relative
olor legend corresponds to both 1a and 1b.

Image of Figure 1


Figure 2. Mutations in regions of copy number neutral, amplification and deletion among all samples. a) Somatic copy number analysis
across samples. Numbers of detected amplification, neutral, and deletion events detected from each sample following copy number
analysis are presented. b) Total detected somatic SNVs, SNVs located in regions with a neutral copy number, and SNVs located in regions
with an altered copy number. The order of samples is identical to that shown in Figure 1A.

Figure 3. CNA in specific regions detected by GISTIC 2.0. Significantly observed CNAs across samples are presented. The genome is
oriented vertically from top to bottom along the y axis. Numbers in the middle refer to the chromosome number. GISTIC q-values
indicating the false discovery rate at each locus are presented on a log scale (x axis). Annotated peaks have residual q b 0.25. Red bars
(right side), blue bars (left side) indicate amplifications and deletions, respectively. For each plot, known or interesting (i.e., with possible
biological impact in ATL) candidate genes are written in black.
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Figure 4. Significantly mutated genes and mutational clonal architecture among 71 ATL samples. VAF is plotted against density among
neutral copy number variants, and VAF is plotted against tumor coverage (depth) for four representative samples from different subtypes
(smoldering, chronic, acute, and lymphoma). (a) Kernel density plots of VAFs across neutral copy number regions. (b–d) VAFs plotted
versus read depth for each sample. The output of SciClone for neutral copy number regions is presented along with significant genes in
each sample. Points of the same color belong to the same cluster. Clusters are numbered from right to left (i.e., from higher to lower
VAFs). ATL56, ATL15, ATL36, and Nag6 had nine, seven, six, and five clusters, respectively. Significantly mutated genes in ATL are
marked for each cluster.
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utated genes in ATL [40] and analyzed the clonal/subclonal status
these genes in each sample (Figures 4, S6 and Table S4). Subclones
e numbered based on their descending order of VAF. The last
bclone is the cluster with the lowest VAF.
To further explain the observed results and their interpretation, we
esent four main samples. ATL56 is derived from a patient with
mphoma type ATL with 132.7% proviral load (PVL), a measure of
e number of provirus copies among 100 peripheral blood
ononuclear cells. We detected 722 total coding SNVs, with 458
Vs in neutral copy number regions and 264 SNVs in altered copy
mber regions. SciClone detected nine clusters in this case.
utations in FAS, NOTCH1, and TP53 were located in a region
ith an altered copy number (i.e., one copy). DNMT3A and
K3CD mutations were clustered together in subclone-7. Mutation
IRF2BP2 was clustered in subclone-6 (Figure 4).
ATL15 is derived from an acute patient with 84.9%PVL.We detected
0 total coding SNVs, with 813 SNVs in neutral copy number regions
d 37 SNVs in regions with an altered copy number. SciClone detected
ven clusters in this case.We also examined the overlap of mutated genes
this sample with the list of genes that are significantly mutated in ATL.
he clonal status of the overlapping genes is indicated in Figure 4.
utation of TP53 occurred in a region with an altered copy number
igure S6). An IRF2BP2 mutation was clustered in subclone-7, which
d the lowest VAF. Of note, CD58, EP300, NOTCH1, POT1,
PR1, and ZNF638 mutations were clustered together in subclone-6
igure 4).
ATL36 is derived from a chronic patient with 78.6% PVL. We
tected 609 total coding SNVs, with 591 SNVs in neutral copy
mber regions and 18 SNVs in regions with an altered copy
mber. SciClone detected six clusters in this case. HLA-B, NOXA1,

Image of Figure 4
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Figure 5.Distribution of mutational clusters in ATL. a) The number of codingmutations used for clustering in each sample and the number
of clusters detected across all samples. Blue bars represent the number of mutations in each sample. Orange dots represent the number
of clusters. b) Distribution and kernel density (gray line) of the number of clusters across the 71 ATL samples. c) Kernel density showing
the number of clusters. d) The number of clusters in each subtype of ATL. e) Kernel density of clusters in each ATL subtype (smoldering,
chronic, acute, and lymphoma).
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d RELA were the mutated genes that overlapped with the list of
gnificantly mutated genes in ATL. Mutations in HLA-B were in three
fferent locations. Nonsynonymous mutations ofHLA-Bwith p.K292E
exon 4 and p.R45H in exon 2 were clustered together in subclone-6,
hich had the lowest VAF.HLA-Bwith p.A65T in exon 2 and theRELA
utation were clustered in subclone-4. NOXA1 showed a stop gain
utation and was clustered in subclone-5 (Figure 4).
Nag6 is derived from a smoldering patient with 34.88% PVL. We
tected 441 total coding SNVs, with 439 SNVs in neutral copy
mber regions and 2 SNVs in regions with an altered copy number.
iClone detected five clusters in this case. Mutations in PIK3CD,
AS, and POT1 were clustered in subclone-3. The GATA3 mutation
as clustered in subclone-4. Mutations in PRKCB, CSNK2A1,
CR4, and CARD11 were clustered in subclone-5, which had the
west VAF (Figure 4).
We describe below the findings from five aggressive samples
ymphoma and acute ATL) that harbored mutations and clusters of
terest. Additional samples are included in Figure S6.
Sas1 is derived from an acute patient with 84.6% PVL. We detected
73 total coding SNVs, with 1163 SNVs in neutral copy number
gions and 110 SNVs in regions with an altered copy number. SciClone
tected three clusters in this case. S1PR1 (p.M80I), an IRF2BP2
utation, andHLA-B (p.V272 M) were clustered in subclone-3, which
d the lowest VAF, whereas S1PR1:stop gain, PRKCB, TP53, CCR4,
HOA, HLA-B (p.G338R), HLA-B (p.Y140F), and NOTCH1 were
ustered in subclone-2 (Figure S6).

Image of Figure 5
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ATL50 is derived from an acute patient with 107.1% PVL. We
tected 451 total coding SNVs, with 433 SNVs in neutral copy
mber regions and 18 SNVs in regions with an altered copy
mber. SciClone detected seven clusters in this case. Mutation of
LA-B (p.D98Y) was clustered in the main clone with the highest
AF, indicating that it is shared among almost all cells of the
pulation and evolved during a very early stage of clonal evolution.
utations in IRF2BP2, IRF4, PLCG1, and HLA-B (p.E69G) were
ustered in subclone-5. Mutations in HLA-B (p.A93T) and HLA-B
.R45H) were clustered in subclone-6. Mutations in HLA-B
.R243W) and HLA-B (p.D201E) were clustered in subclone-7,
hich had the lowest VAF (Figure S6).
ATL51 is derived from a patient with acute type ATL with 34.6%
L. We detected 1214 total coding SNVs, with 59 SNVs in neutral
py number regions and 1155 SNVs (a particularly high number) in
tered copy number regions. SciClone detected only one cluster in
is case. A mutation in HLA-B was highly abundant and was
tected in more than nine regions. Mutations in HLA-B, ATXN1,
AT3, and IKBKB were detected in regions with an altered copy
mber (three copies; Figure S6).
Kyo5 is derived from a patient with acute type ATL with 87.38%
L. We detected 397 total coding SNVs, with 381 SNVs in neutral
py number regions and 16 SNVs in altered copy number regions.
iClone detected six clusters in this case. Multiple mutations in
LA-B (at five positions) were also detected in this patient. All
LA-B mutations were clustered together in subclone-6, which had
e lowest VAF. Two mutations in CARD11 at p.S622Y and
S622P were clustered in subclone-5. A mutation in GATA3 was
so clustered in subclone-5. A mutation in TP53 was clustered in
bclone-4. A mutation in CBLB was clustered in subclone-3. A
utation of PRKCB was clustered in subclone-2 (Figure S6).
ATL01 is derived from a patient with lymphoma type ATL with
.8% PVL. We detected 1074 total coding SNVs, with 756 SNVs
neutral copy number regions and 318 SNVs in regions with an

tered copy number. SciClone detected eight clusters in this case.
utations in HLA-B (p.V9L), NOTCH1 (p.T349P), and TP53
ere clustered in subclone-6. Mutations in ZFP36L2 (p.G471D),
FP36L2 (p.R188H), and NOTCH1 (stop gain) were clustered in
bclone-7. Mutations in HLA-B (stop gain), HLA-B (p.G338S),
d HLA-B (p.Y140F) were clustered in subclone-8, which had the
west VAF. (Figure S6).
The distribution of isolated mutations and detected clusters across
l samples and among different subtypes is summarized in Figure 5A.
he number of clusters ranged from one to nine, with an average of
x clusters across the samples (the median estimated number of
usters was seven). Figure 5, B and C illustrate the distribution of
usters across all samples. Although the number of clonal/subclonal
equency modes tended to increase slightly with the number of
utations, the relationship was not linear (R2 = 0.1718; Figure S4).
wo or more clusters were observed to coexist in N94% of the
mples. Therefore, we concluded that genetic ITH occurs in the
ajority of ATL samples in this study. To determine whether
dolent and aggressive ATL differ in their clonality, we compared the
stribution of clones, in both a case-by-case and an overall
stribution manner, and noted that aggressive ATL was likely to
sult in slightly more clonal clusters than did indolent types,
though this difference was not significant (P = .41; Figure 5D).
hese distributions suggest that during the early stages of disease in
dolent ATL, patients already display a wide variety of clonal
usters, which thus indicates the presence of mutational evolution.
he distribution of clonal clusters among different subtypes of ATL is
own by boxplots and kernel density plots in Figure 5, D and E.
nalysis of the mutation and clinical data among different subtypes of
TL showed that patients with the acute form had averages of 96%
L, 4.6 clusters, and 734 coding mutations and were an average of
years old. These averages for lymphoma patients were 97% PVL,

2 clusters, 638 coding mutations, and 66 years old; for chronic
tients, they were 80% PVL, 5.2 clusters, 644 coding mutations,
d 65 years old; and for smoldering patients, they were 27% PVL,
5 clusters, 831 coding mutations, and 58 years old.
HLA-B was one of the highly mutated genes, with an average VAF
25.96 (range, 7–100; median, 19). In most samples in this study,
LA-B harbored non-synonymous mutations in more than one
gion. HLA-B mutations were typically clustered in subclones with
w VAF. CARD11 was one of the frequently mutated genes, with an
erage VAF of 25.65 (range, 10–74; median, 24). CARD11
utations were typically clustered in subclones with low VAF.
TL13, Kyo5, and ATL55 had multiple CARD11 mutations. In
TL13, the three mutations p.S433R, p.E626K, and p.S621F were
ustered separately in subclones-5, −6, and− 7, respectively. In Kyo5,
utations p.S622Y and p.S622P were clustered in subclone-5. In
TL55, both mutations were clustered in subclone-8, which had the
west VAF. NOTCH1 was one of the frequently mutated genes,
ith an average VAF of 20.9 (range, 2–38; median, 21). This
utation was typically observed in subclones with low VAF. Sas1 and
s2 had multiple NOTCH1 mutations. In Sas1, two mutations
.T349P and p.G200 V) were clustered in subclone-2. In Sas2, three
utations (p.V1216 L, p.T349P, and p.A348P) were clustered in
bclone-6, which had the lowest VAF. CCR4 was one of the
equently mutated genes, with an average VAF of 40.76 (range,
–81; median, 44). This mutation was almost always observed in
bclones with moderate VAF. Most of the samples contained only a
ngle CCR4 mutation; however, ATL10 had two CCR4 mutations
p.Y331X (stop gain) and p.G33D (non-synonymous), both of

hich were clustered in the clone with the highest VAF. Nag6,
TL55, ATL33, and ATL13 each had a CCR4 mutation in the
bclone with the lowest VAF. TP53 was one of the frequently
utated genes, with average VAF of 42.4 (range, 14–86; median,
). This mutation was typically observed in subclones with moderate
AF. Kyo9 was the only sample that had two mutations of TP53 at
S246P and p.T245P, both of which were clustered in subclone-6,
hich had the lowest VAF. In other samples with a TP53 mutation,
is mutation was found in subclones with moderate VAF. IRF4 was
e of the frequently mutated genes, with an average VAF of 36.33
ange, 11–50; median, 42). This mutation was almost exclusively
served in subclones with moderate VAF. PLCG1 was one of the
equently mutated genes, with an average VAF of 32.94 (range,
–72; median, 42). This mutation was almost always observed in
bclones with moderate VAF. ATL27 had three mutations of
CG1 at p.R48W, p.S866R, and p.V850A, which were found in
bclone-1, subclone-2, and subclone-4, respectively (Figure S5).

iscussion
lonal heterogeneity plays a central role in cancer, and quantification
ITH is an essential measure of tumor evolution [13]. Clonal
terogeneity complicates our understanding of tumor biology;
-depth characterization of ITH is needed for improvement of
erapeutic responses and personalized medicine [52]. Genomic
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stability and ITH have the potential to be useful prognostic and
edictive measures in malignancies including ATL. Clonal genetic
versity in tumors negatively affects the clinical outcomes. Thus,
cent studies have emphasized the significance of quantifying ITH
d have detected and monitored the dynamics of subclonal events
ithin tumors [20,53]. In this study, we tried to improve our
derstanding of tumor heterogeneity and analyze its correlation with
fferent stages of disease in ATL to open new paths for its
ntribution to personalized medicine.
Combining ITH data with clinical information in a simple,
uantitative, and practical manner is useful for clinical
cision-making. However, it is difficult to overcome the technical
rdles in analyzing SNVs and CNAs and to use the appropriate
oinformatic pipeline for clustering the detected mutations. To
ercome these difficulties, we performed an analysis of ITH in 71
TL patients using 142 WES data for tumors and matched normal
mples. Remarkably, the results showed a wide range of modes over
onal frequencies, with only one case showing a single cluster, and
% of cases having more than two clusters. These findings indicate
e presence of an extensive intratumor subclonal diversity in ATL.
During the past several years, the presence of considerable ITH in
matological malignancies and cancers, including cancers of the
ary, breast, lung, prostate, pancreas, bladder, and kidney, has been
ported [21,54–57]. These studies have contributed substantially to
greater understanding of ITH and have suggested the potential
plication of ITH itself as a biomarker for prognosis [57,58]. More
tensive studies are, however, needed to draw definitive conclusions
out the role of ITH in the initiation, maintenance, and progression
cancers, as well as its clinical implications. Compared with other
alignancies, ATL has been relatively neglected, and even the
ndscape of genomic events in ATL has been revealed only recently
1]. The current study is the first attempt to investigate the role of
H in ATL. Clearly, more works needs to be conducted on ITH in
TL using various multiregional and/or longitudinal datasets.
As in other types of cancers, ITH is likely to be of potential
ological and clinical significance in ATL. Considering the
gnificant association between a high clone number and the poor
tcome reported in several malignancies, the detection of a large
mber of clusters in these ATL samples is consistent with the fact
at most ATL patients manifest very poor prognoses and therapeutic
tcomes [31,33,59]. Overall, we observed a relatively large number
mutations in these subclones. We also noted the presence of a large
mber of small clones among these samples. Small clone sizes
dicate their late evolution during tumor progression. The
existence of multiple subclones indicates their similar fitness
vantage, which prevents them from outgrowing each other.
herefore, we can hypothesize that mutational evolution is recently
tive and continuing in these ATL cases.
Recently, a high-throughput study of the mutation profiles of ATL
tients proposed a list of mutated genes of particular relevance [41];
wever, the clinical relevance of these mutated genes has not yet
en clearly demonstrated. They also comprehensively analyzed viral
ne expression (including HBZ and Tax). They reported that HBZ
e generally detectable in all ATL cases, but Tax expression is rare
1]. Our data presented here are consistent with those from the
evious publication by [41]. We also analyzed the clonal distribution
the top 50 mutated genes in ATL for each sample in this study.
lteration of cell cycle–related genes such as TP53 and CDKN2A has
en suggested as a determining factor for acute transformation in
TL cases [40]. TP53 has been reported as a candidate gene that
ays important roles in acute transformation [60]. Mutation of TP53
as considered a driving force for clonal expansion. In our analysis,
e confirmed the presence of TP53 in subclones with relatively
oderate or high VAF. CDKN2A has been suggested as a probable
ndidate tumor suppressor gene in ATL [40]. Loss of CDKN2A in
ute ATL may lead to cell cycle deregulation [61]. We also
nfirmed the loss of CDKN2A in our cases. Moreover, genomic
teration of CD58, which plays a role in escape from immuno-
rveillance, was reported in acute ATL [40]. It has been reported that
ing immunosuppressive therapy for HTLV-1 carriers leads to early
velopment of ATL [62–64]. Thus, the presence of genomic
terations related to immune escape, such as CD58 mutation, might
one of the significant determining factors that need to be

nsidered in developing immunotherapeutic approaches for ATL. In
dition, mutation of CCR4 is an important determinant of the
inical course of ATL, and a frameshift mutation in this gene has
en linked to poor prognosis [65]. CCR4 is expressed on the surface
90% of ATL cells [66], and a monoclonal antibody against CCR4
ogamulizumab) demonstrated very strong cytotoxicity against
TL cells [67,68]. CCR4 mutations in our study were clustered in
bclones with medium and low VAFs. The effect of harboring a
CR4 mutation and its clonal status on the response to
ogamulizumab treatment is a topic that should be investigated in
ture studies.
Longitudinal monitoring of clonality among infected cells using
TLV-1 integration sites indicates that clonal expansion of infected
lls occurs from the early stages of infection, even when individuals
e still healthy and are diagnosed as asymptomatic carriers.
dividuals with a largely expanded infected clone have a high risk
ATL development [37,38]. However, it is not clear whether the
panded cell populations are homogeneous or heterogeneous at a
utation level. In this study, analyzing smoldering, chronic, acute,
d lymphoma subtypes of ATL, suggested that expanded cells are
t homogeneous. A high degree of ITH was evident in the analyzed
ses of this study, even among patients with smoldering and chronic
btypes, which represent early stages of the disease. Therefore, we
ggest that, like other malignancies, the presence of heterogeneity
ong clones (ITH) is likely to be an essential factor for ATL
velopment. Also, ITH is likely to occur during early stages of ATL
velopment. Indeed, the presence of more than one clone in many
mor types raises important—and thus far unanswered—questions
garding the biological mechanisms behind ITH. Why is heteroge-
ity present among various tumor types, and why does the fittest
one not take over within a tumor? In pursuit of revealing the
nctional relevance of ITH, a highly interesting concept of clonal
operation has been suggested. In the case of breast cancer, an
alysis of the tumorigenicity of different clones using in vivo models
owed the coexistence of two types of clones that are essential for
morigenicity [69,70]. It has been suggested that different clones,
cluding those that are most fit, have a paracrine interdependence
ith other subclones, and hence clonal cooperation is essential for
aintaining tumorigenicity [69,70]. Further in-depth functional
alyses of ITH in various malignancies are required to clarify the
gnificant role of ITH in cancer development.

onclusion
ur findings suggest that clonal diversity might provide additional
ognostic information for ATL. Measurement of ITH might thus
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entually become an aid to clinical decision-making with respect to
eatment of patients with ATL. Although these observations require
nfirmation by longitudinal analyses of ATL cases pre- and
st-chemotherapy as well as molecular target therapy, clonal
terogeneity might hold promise for a deeper understanding of
TL. As we move toward an era of personalized medicine for ATL and
her cancers, we need to build an understanding of the clinical impact
subclone admixtures containing specific mutations. In the case of
TL, the presence of multiple subclones may increase the clonal
mpetition, and thus the probability of the presence of resistant clones
ong a complex population of subclones is very high.
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